Lsc26905tt parts diagram

Here are the diagrams and repair parts for LG LSCTT refrigerator, as well as links to manuals
and error code tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our
repair help section. Showing 10 of parts. Refrigerator compartment Diagram. Dispenser parts
Diagram. Freezer compartment Diagram. Replace the water valve that feeds water to the ice
maker and water dispenser if it no longer controls the flow of water. Help your refrigerator run
more efficiently by cleaning the condenser coils. It's easy and takes just a few minutes. If the
temperature in your refrigerator doesn't match the temperature you set, the problem could be
the temperature control boardâ€”a service technician can give you a definite diagnosis. If the
board is at fault, follow these steps to replace it yourself. There are a couple of ways to find the
part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. Refrigerator
water inlet valve Part JAD. Add to cart. Refrigerator water tube fitting Part JAA. Refrigerator
dispenser ice chute door Part JAR. Refrigerator defrost sensor assembly Part JBR. Refrigerator
water filter bypass Part JAB. Refrigerator door hinge pin Part JAA. Refrigerator dispenser lever
Part JAE. Refrigerator deli drawer slide rail Part JAB. Refrigerator evaporator fan motor Part
JBA. Recommended maintenance parts and accessories. In Stock. Symptoms common to all
refrigerators. Choose a symptom to see related refrigerator repairs. View all. Water dripping on
floor. Read more. Frost buildup in freezer. Not cooling well. Ice maker not making ice. Freezer
not cold enough. Needs routine maintenance. Not running. Not cooling at all. Repair guides
common to all refrigerators. July 20, How to replace a refrigerator water valve. Repair difficulty.
How to clean refrigerator condenser coils. How to replace a refrigerator temperature control
board. Articles and videos common to all refrigerators. Use the advice and tips in these articles
and videos to get the most out of your refrigerator. August 2, Troubleshooting a refrigerator not
cooling video. New refrigerator noises. How a refrigerator works. See how the different
components in your refrigerator work together to cool your food. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator.
Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Gas Snowblower.
Craftsman Parts Gas snowblower. Need help? Close Start Chat. Quick Links. See also: Owner's
Manual , User Manual. Table of Contents. Troubleshooting Icemaker Troubleshooting 83 Trouble
diagnosis Do not fray, damage, run over, kink, bend, pull out, or Please observe the following
safety precautions to use the refrigerator safely and correctly and to prevent accident or twist
the power cord. Ref No. If the refrigerator is not installed on a flat floor, the height of freezer and
refrigerator door may not be the same. Page 7: Filter - You can also visit our website : Before
installing the filter, take out the top shelf of the refrigerator after tilting it to the direction and
lifting it to the direction and move it to the lower part. Confirm the amount of water supplied to
the icemaker. Pull out the ice bin shelf in the upper part of the freezer compartment. Control the
amount of water supplied to the icemaker. Monitor Panel Description of Function Lock Function
dispenser and display button lock 1. In power application of refrigerator, the LOCK text is
turned off at the right side of lock graphic of display with the lock replease status. If desiring to
lock the dislay the dispenser and control panel, push on the LOCK button more than 3 seconds.
LOCK text is turned on at the right side of lock graphic of display with lock status. Express
freezing 1. Express freezing increases the cooling speed in the freezer by running the fan and
the compressor simultaneously. Express freezing is released if the power fails and is restored.
The temperature setting is not changed when Express Freeze is selected. The OptiChill is
positioned at the bottom of fresh food room separately and allow the user to select and adjust a
desired temperature according to kinds of food such as meat, fish, vegetables and fruits and so
on. The selected temperature to any kinds of food let user to keep their food longer. Control of
variable type of freezing fan 1. MICOM only operates in the input of initial power or express
freezing operation or load response operation for the high speed of RPM and operates in the
standard RPM in other general operation. Ringing of compulsory operation, compulsory frost
removal buzzer 1. If pressing the test button in the Main PCB, a beep will sound. Sequential
operation of built-in product Built-in products such as compressor, frost removal heater,
freezing room fan, Cooling fan and step motor damper are operated sequentially as follows to
prevent noise and part damage due to simultaneous operation of several parts in applying initial
power and completing test. Failure Diagnosis Function 1. Failure diagnosis function is to
facilitate service when a failure occurs and produces an error code. In occurrence of failure,
pressing the function adjustment button does not perform function. If nonconforming matters
occurred are released during display of failure code, MICOM returns to the original state Reset.
Test Function 1. The purpose of test function is to check function of the PWB and product and
to search for the failure part at the failure status. Test button is placed on the main PCB of
refrigerator test switch , and the test mode will be finished after maximum 2 hours regardless of
test mode and then is reset to the normal status. Function of dispenser and water dispenser
built-in 1. The dispenser allows ice and water to be served without opening the freezer door.
Press the dispenser switch the rubber button after selecting crushed ice, cubed ice, or water.

The dispenser door will open automatically. Explanation for PWB circuit Caution : Since high
voltage Vdc is maintained at the power terminal, wait at least 3 minutes after unplugging the
appliance to check the voltages to allow the current to dissipate. Oscillation circuit The
oscillation circuit generates a basic clock signal for synchronization and time calculation
related to the transmission of data and calculations made by the MICOM IC1. The oscillator
OSC1 must always be replaced with an exact rated part, because if this spec is changes, the
time calculations of the MICOM will be affected and it might not work at all. When the doors are
closed, the fan reverts to its original speed. The Icemaker sensor detects when ice is made. The
defrost sensor determines both the need for defrosting and the efficiency of the defrost
operation. Switch entry circuit The following circuits are sensing signals from the test switch,
damper motor reed switch for testing and diagnosing the refrigerator. Explanation The stepping
motor is driven by sending signals of 3. Fan motor driving circuit freezer, mechanical area 1.
The circuit cuts all power to the fan drive IC, resulting in a standby mode. This circuit changes
the speed of the fan motor by varying the DC voltage between 7. Temperature compensation
and temperature compensation circuit 1. A bi-directional lead wire assembly between the two
boards is required for the display to function properly. PWB parts diagram and list PWB Circuit
Diagram may vary by to model. Working Principles Function of Icemaker Initial Control Function
1. When power is initially applied or reapplied after power cut, it detects level of icemaker cube
mold after completion of MICOM initialization. The detecting lever moves up and down. Ice
Ejection Control Function 1. This is to eject ice from ice maker cube mold after icemaking is
completed. It is to force the operation during operation test, service, and cleaning. The test
switch is mounted under the automatic icemaker. Water is supplied to the icemaker cube mold
through the solenoid relay for ice valve of solenoid valve in the mechanical area by opening
valve for the set time. Faulty start Multi tester 2 No power on cord. I Check the voltage. Bad
connection between adapter and outlet. No cooling. As soon as the Moisture Residual moisture
Air Blowing. Not performed. Poor Cooling 1 Refrigerant Partly leaked. Weld joint leak. Parts
leak. I Check visually. Drain path pipe clogged. Inject adiabatics into drain Inject through the
hose. Poor Cooling Residual Weak heat from heater. Sheath Heater - rated. Too short defrosting
time. Defrost Sensor. Seat-D missing, location. Structural fault. Gasket gap. Air inflow through
the fan motor. Poor Cooling 4 No cooling air circulation. Faulty fan motor. Fan is Fan shroud
contact. Damping evaporator contact. Accumulated residual frost. Small cooling air Insufficient
Fan overload. Bad low termperature RPM characteristics. Warm 1 Clogged cooling path. Store
hot food. Store too much at once. Door open. Condensation 4 Condensation on door.
Condensation on the Recess Heater is cut. Duct door is open. Condensation on the Not fully
filled. Sounds 1 Compressor compartment operating sounds. Transformer sound. Its own fault.
Bad connection. Drip tray vibration sound. Bad assembly. Foreign materials inside. Back cover
machine sound. Faulty lamp 1 Lamp problem. Filament blows out. Not inserted. Loosened by
vibration. Bad soldering. Structure, 1 Door foam. Hinge loose Bolt is loosened during and
others. Not tightly fastened. Screw worn out. Weak gasket Adhesion surface. Fixed tape. Not
well fixed. Sealed System Heavy Repair Pipe:within 1 hour. To protect The opening time should
be reduced to a system opening time. Comp:within Moisture half of the standards during rain
and Use of tools. Recovery of refrigerant. Removal of residual Low pressure side refrigerant.
Drier Suction If not, compressor oil may leak. High pressure side Release Condenser Refrigent
Vacuum degassing. Pipe Connection - Run the compressor Connect the red hose to the high
pressure side and the blue hose to while charging the The compressor and fan produce sounds.
There is a fan in the freezer compartment which blows cool air to freezer and refrigerator
compartments. This sound happens when the liquid or vapor refrigerant flows from the
evaporator to compressor. I Explain the characteristics of moving parts. Refrigeration is weak.
But customer can adjust the temperature set depending on their habit and taste. If you feel the
refrigeration is weak, then set the temperature control button at strong position. Odor in the
refrigerator compartment. Therefore it is impossible to prevent or avoid food odor completely
when food is stored in the completely sealed refrigerator compartment. The refrigerator case is
hot. DOOR 3 Disconnect upper hinge from the hinge supporter by grasping the front part of
upper hinge and lifting up the Upper Hinge Assembly in the direction of the arrow 1 Remove
lower cover and then disconnect water C and pull forward in arrow D direction. Aluminum short
handle Model 1 Grasp the handle by both hands and push it upward. Aluminum Handle Model 1
Use a small screwdriver blade in the groove at the side of the Deco Handle to lift and separate
the cover. Twist down in the direction of arrow and lift the cover in the direction of arrow
Dispenser Model 2 Disassembly of an upper grille fan : Hold upper part of 1 How to
disassemble: an upper grille fan and pull forward carefully. Funnel Assembly Funnel Assembly
Button 5 The Duct Cap Assembly can be disconnected if the hold lever connecting screw is
loosened with a phillips driver. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.

Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. In
order to get the best possible experience from our website, please follow below instructions. If
you're using Internet Explorer 9 or earlier, you will need to use an alternate browser such as
Firefox or Chrome or upgrade to a newer version of internet Explorer IE10 or greater. To
purchase genuine LG repair or replacement parts and product accessories, visit an LG
authorized parts distributor. Need a replacement refrigerator water filter? Enter your refrigerator
model to get the filter part number using our Water Filter Finder tool. Discover our newest
collection of TV, appliance and mobile accessories. Featuring innovative solutions and optional
upgrades for the devices you use most, LG accessories can help make everything you do more
fun and more efficient. Genuine LG TV accessories and parts are as close as a click. Maintain
the efficiency and performance of your LG home appliance by replacing filters on a regular
basis. LG stocks a full range of LG refrigerator filters, dryer lint catchers and more to keep your
appliances in tip top shape. Your LG phone goes everywhere you do, and LG bluetooth wireless
headsets are the ideal choice for on-the-go performanceâ€¦and style. Buying LG Bluetooth
headsets and other accessories is convenient and simple. Get your questions answered about
product setup, use and care, repai
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r and maintenance issues. We can help. There is no recent product. LG Direct Service experts
know Lg products inside and out - from big-screen tvs and home entertainment systems, to
washers, dryers, dishwashers, refrigerators, ranges, ovens, cooktops, microwaves and any
other lg products. JavaScript appears to be disabled in your browser. Please enable JavaScript
to ensure you get the most out of the LG site, products, and services. To properly experience
our LG. Skip to Contents Skip to Accessibility Help. Why LG? Water Filter Finder. Visit the LG
Encompass Site. Mobile Parts Cell Phones, Headsets, etc. Mobile Defenders 44th St. Shop LG
TV accessories. Mobile Phone Accessories Your LG phone goes everywhere you do, and LG
bluetooth wireless headsets are the ideal choice for on-the-go performanceâ€¦and style. Shop
LG cell phone accessories. Contact LG US Get your questions answered about product setup,
use and care, repair and maintenance issues. LG Chatbot. Contact Us. Recently Viewed.

